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For the second year in a row, the Bruins emerged victorious in Rivalry Day against Friends School. Held on October 14 at
Park, six different sports teams from each school competed. Park ultimately won 4 out of the 6 matches, including the shutout win for the Bruins Girls’ Varsity Field Hockey team. See coverage of the games on page 12.

Resident Journalist April Ryan visits
by ETHAN HARRISON ’18

White House correspondent April Ryan
visited the school September 27 as the annual
Weinberg Resident Journalist. For the past 20
years, the family of Robert L. Weinberg ’40
has funded the program, which invites a professional journalist to speak at assembly and meet
throughout the day with Upper School students.
In assembly Ryan shared experiences from
her 30 years in the field. Now famous for her
recent controversial treatment by President
Trump and ex-Press Secretary Sean Spicer at
White House briefings, and as a CNN political
commentator, Ryan explained the path she took
to become a successful journalist. “I stumbled
into it,” Ryan said. “I started out one way, which
was [being in] radio club freshman year of college, and I kept moving on up onto where I
am today.”
During the assembly, Ryan was eager to hear
what the students had to say. Her presentation
was interactive, as she frequently solicited answers from individual students. She was pleasantly surprised at how much the student body
already knew about current events. “I really
appreciated having the audience get to interact
more with the speaker, making it more like a
dialogue rather than a speech,” said Liam McDanolds ’19 who Ryan called on.
Dean of Students Traci Wright also noted
how spontaneous the assembly was. “I appreciated that she was objective and engaged with
the audience,” Wright said.
Because of Ryan’s job over the last 20 years
as White House correspondent, she focused on
speaking about her recent interactions with the
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White House correspondent April Ryan spoke to the Upper School and led workshops as a part of the Robert L. Weinberg Resident Journalist Program. Ryan has
spent the past 20 years as a part of the White House Press Corps and is a political
commentator for CNN.
Ryan emphasized the importance in getting
Trump administration at press conferences, and
how it is her job to cover all things presidential. out the “cold truth” about the White House. “If
“The White House is a very strange place; it is you suppress the press, you lose the right to hear
a magnet for the crazies,” she said. “But, some- the news that you deserve.”
where in that crazy mosh is politics. Everything
Ryan explained to the audience what the
and anything is a part of the puzzle.”
news is really about: the facts. “I am opinionTalking in front of a crowd of over 300 teen- ated but that is not in the workspace,” Ryan
agers, Ryan included the role of social media in said. “News reporting is about the facts, not
the press, directly relating it to Trump’s Twitter my opinion.”
account. “You cannot give the world the truth
See April Ryan, p. 3
in 140 characters,” Ryan said.
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The old, stout, tan colored 14-passenger
Bruin Bus was easy to spot in the parked line
of large yellow school buses. This year, however, the old Bruin Bus is gone. The school purchased a sleek, white mini bus, branded with
the motto “Strive On” that carries a maximum
of 20 passengers. This new vehicle requires a
Commercial Driver’s License (CDL) and allows
for long distance trips, but ends the freedom
faculty had to take the wheel themselves on
shorter, impromptu trips.
The decision to get the new bus was made
over the summer; teachers were told early in the
school year, and it caused a bit of turmoil. Dean
of Students Traci Wright noted the reaction in
early September: “People were surprised by
the notification in the first or second week of
school, but when you change things, there will
always be tension.”
The school had good reason to replace the
Bruin Bus—one of two smaller buses that the
school used to own—since it was a high mileage van approaching the end of its utility. Both
the pros and cons of the elimination of the old
buses and their replacement with a larger bus
requiring a specialy licensed driver is becoming
evident to the larger school community.
Up until this year, teachers and coaches used
the smaller Bruin Buses to take classes or teams
off campus without having to request a driver.
For instance, a club’s faculty adviser could use
the bus to travel to their community partnerships. “I’ve been driving the Bruin Bus to KIPP
pretty much every Tuesday since I came to Park
11 years ago,” said Liz Hirsch, Co-Director of
College Counseling and faculty adviser of the
KIPP program.
Now, the procedure is more complicated.
After faculty check to see if someone else has
already signed up to use the bus at a certain
time, they have to make sure there is a CDL
driver who has time in their schedule.
The KIPP program takes place after school,
and these club members now have to hitch a
ride on the buses that take students home from
school. “The current plan is for us to ride with
the bus that takes kids home after school who
live in the city,” Hirsch said. “The downside of
this is that we can’t leave until 3:25, whereas
if we were not tied to their schedule, we could
leave earlier. By arriving later, we are losing a
third to a half of our tutoring time.”
For the school as a whole, the change is
much more productive, but limits possibilities
for several individual clubs. “In terms of spontaneity, if it was available, I could just pick it
up, but, for example, during Advoc8, it is nice to
be able to drive students to individual projects,”
said Rommel Loria, Director of Civic Engagement and Service Learning.
“At first I was glad the Bruins Bus was
gone. I never liked driving it and always had
some safety worries,” Hirsch said. “I think if
the school wants to have a robust presence in
the community outside ‘the bubble,’ these kinds
of considerations should have a high priority
when making decisions about our bus fleet.”
Adding a driver also adds to the actual costs of
the decision-making in planning a small trip.
As the year progresses more effects may be
felt. “While I haven’t run into a situation where
I haven’t been able to do something, will it get
to a point that I want to take students tomorrow,
and there is not a driver available? I think that is
in the realm of possibility,” Loria said.
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What was Flex Day?

Flex Day, according to Upper School Principal Nancy Dickson, “is a day when seniors
do not need to come to school, but should instead use the time to visit colleges, work on
essays, reflect on how s/he/they might spend
their next year, or simply recharge and have a
moment of relative calm in a very busy fall.”
Dickson sent this in an email to the Upper
School on August 4. There were inconsistencies with the way Flex Day played out: October 19 was not a day of “relative calm,” nor
did seniors “simply recharge.”
“We had to read a bunch for [my history
class], and also for English class, I had to give
feedback for three essays. I was out of town
the entire time visiting schools, and when I
wasn’t traveling, I was writing college essays.
Homework really did get in the way,” Ben
Glasser ’18 said.
Instead of decreasing stress for seniors,
Flex Day, for some, added more pressure and
worry to our lives. The purpose of the Day
was not supposed to be spending time on class
work missed and homework; it was for seniors
to focus on applying to college. However, the
whole Upper School did have a three-day
weekend after Flex Day, so was this ample
time to catch up?
Park may not be a college “preparatory”
school in name, but the ultimate goal of nearly
every graduate is to pursue a college degree.
Even though we may not learn how to handle a
more traditional exam crunch time, Park does
an excellent job of preparing students for the
trials of higher education. Perhaps the biggest
advantage of our education, in comparison to
other Baltimore area independent schools, is
the manner in which students learn how to
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balance school work, extracurriculars, and
everyday life.
From freshman to senior year, the school
allots high schoolers a tremendous amount of
free time during the day, and, consequently,
students must choose whether they spend that
time in a club, completing school work, or
socializing. Learning how to balance the various components and demands of day-to-day
life is a skill that many students don’t start to
grasp until they reach college and are thrust
into the busy schedule that accompanies higher
education.
Assigning homework over what amounts to
be a four day weekend only contributes to students’ growth and ability to balance competing
obligations, however frustrating the additional
work may be. Flex Day was not “Flex Weekend”; seniors did not, and should not, earn a
weekend free of homework as the end of the
quarter approaches and teachers need graded
assignments to calculate quarter grades.
The issue with how Flex Day panned out
was one of communication, or the lack thereof.
When students and teachers approached the
Day and weekend with differing expectations
on homework, it showed that there was clearly
a lapse in clarity about the purpose of the Day.
Teachers didn’t know if they should be assigning homework or not, so some did and
some didn’t. Some students within our grade
ended up with a free weekend to plug away
at college essays, while some had the weight
of several assignments—and work to catch
up on—hanging over their head. So, while we
believe the additional work is justified, there
needs to be clarity for both the students and
teachers on what to expect.
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When Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote about
the “shot heard round the world” in his 1837
“Concord Hymn,” I sincerely doubt he had the
“Reply all” button in mind. Well, you sure could
have fooled me!
About one month ago, the Upper School students were asked to send in their song requests
for this year’s Homecoming. It was meant as a
simple invitation. It turned into anything but.
The responses, and the responses to the responses, turned into a self-perpetuating cyber-cyclone
sparing no one’s email.
“Reply all” can be troublesome and annoying when used inappropriately. Many Upper
Schoolers found this email chain to be, while
amusing, unruly to their inboxes and lock
screens.
“It was certainly disruptive; it was a distraction,” Eli Drachman ’20 said.
“I think people have to learn in high school
about email etiquette. You have to learn that
if other people don’t need to hear it then you
shouldn’t tell them,” Jesse Feller-Kopman ’21
said.
Even the initiator of the chain, Eli Asdourian
’18, thought it was taken too far: “I am all for
‘Reply all’: I am an email libertarian. Obviously
though, ‘Reply all’ can be the most annoying
thing possible at times.”
Think about it: every time we prepare to
respond to an email we face a choice: “Reply”
or “Reply all.” The results of our choices can
be dramatic and profound.
So in the spirit of Emerson’s poem about
the “shot heard round the world,” I decided to
consider what options we would have had in the
days before email if we had wanted to achieve
the same effect as “Reply all.” What would have
been the best equivalent of “Reply all” before

email and how could we have used it to pick our
Homecoming songs? You could have hopped
on a bike and started riding around the school
singing “Call Me Maybe” by Carly Rae Jepsen
through a bullhorn.
You could have individually written a letter to every Upper Schooler, dropped it off at
the post office, followed the mailman along the
whole trip as he delivered your letters, and made
sure they are all opened simultaneously—just
so everyone will know at the same time that
you wish to hear Mozart’s 37th Symphony at
Homecoming.
You could have had someone deliver a ‘PostIt’ note to every student in the upper school that
had a picture of Rick Astley and the caption
‘Rick rolled!’ on it.
Clearly, “Reply all” before email wouldn’t
have been as easy. It would have required a lot
more energy, creativity, and it sure would have
burned a few more calories
But who is “all” anyway? Am I “all?” Are
you “all?” When someone begins an email with
“Dear All,” do you feel good to be a part of an
infinite anonymity? I’m not so sure.
Perhaps it would be nice to have the choice
to “Reply none” for those days when you’re
not feeling socially up to it or just not feeling
like communicating with “all” right now; you
could hit “Reply none.” It would be like talking
to ourselves. Nobody would get offended, we
could write anything we wanted, and nobody’s
email account would blow up. A brilliant idea,
perhaps, but Homecoming sure would be quiet.
Emerson’s “shot heard around the world”
refers to the opening gunfire that ushered in the
American Revolutionary War. Fortunately, the
response to the Homecoming song request did
not exactly lead to a revolution. But we don’t
need a revolution to have a revelation. “Reply
all” is just too easy and, as we have seen in the
Upper School, sometimes it too easily becomes
a problem.
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White House correspondent visits US

April Ryan, from p.1

As an African American woman,
Ryan definitely showed students that
one can fit in to any profession despite unfavorable circumstances. “I
am more than a meme,” Ryan said
referring to the now infamous scene
in January of Trump responding to
her question about his plans to meet
with the Black Congressional Caucus
by aggressively asking if she “knows
them” and could arrange the meeting.
Another viral moment from these
briefings was when Ryan endured
was former Press Secretary Sean
Spicer sidelining her repeated question by saying she wasn’t listening to
him and was “shaking [her] head.”
At the lunch meeting after assembly with student writers, Ryan said
“you have to be strong, and just keep
going for the facts.”
Apart from her assembly presentation, Ryan also led two workshops:
one focused on current events, especially the troubles the Trump administration is facing, and the second on
race in politics.
“It was even more interactive. We
were able to go more in depth because
we established so much in the assembly,” McDanolds said.
A committee composed of Upper
School faculty meets several times a
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After presenting in a special assembly to the entire Upper School, Ryan led two workshops
that were open to all Upper School students.
year to discuss the short list of journalists they believe the school should
invite as Resident Journalist.
“We think about who we have had
in the past; whether they complement

past speakers, or create a diverse
opinion,” Wright said.
Previous Residents have included
luminaries in the field such as Helene Cooper, Seymour Hersh, Frank

New use for class meeting
by LEAH GENTH ’18
Freshman year, class meetings are used almost entirely for the Wellness Seminar classes
run by guidance counselors Krista Dhruv and
Dave Tracey. Junior and senior year have other
focuses, namely preparation for college applications and prom planning.
Sophomore year lacks a common focus,
something that advisers to the Class of 2020
Julie Rogers and Rommel Loria are changing by
initiating a brand new service-oriented model
for the current sophomore class.
Their plans, which are still in an experimental phase, involve using class meeting time and
sophomores’ M blocks to do service both inside
and outside the community.
“From the very beginning, Rommel and I
were hoping to get kids to do some service during class meeting time, and because of Advoc8,
a lot of kids are coming in service-minded,”
Rogers said.
Possible off-campus options for students include being a reading partner to an elementary
school student in a Baltimore County Public
School, working at a community garden and
greenhouse that donates to food pantries, helping out on a community lot partnered by Baltimore nonprofit Civic Works, or participating
in art classes run by Art with a Heart.
“There’s definitely a part of this that addresses the ‘Park bubble’ concern that’s often
raised by students,” Loria said. “Especially
for service work and going off campus, I’ve
found that you take any opportunity you can,
and hopefully it shows students and staff the
value of the work and also ways that we can
connect with the community.”
The two periods—the one and a half hour
combined class meeting and M block—certainly function well in allowing students to get
off campus and still have time to do meaningful work.

However, some students will remain on
campus during the period to do service that is
more central to the school community.
“Faculty have been talking forever about
needing more help with different things around
the school,” Rogers said.
“It could be in classrooms, it could be with
facilities, it could be with different departments
in the school and in different divisions,” Loria
added. “Our hope is that we would have something like a job bank where Park staff members
could submit things that students can help out
with.”
Although many students are involved with
service-oriented activities such as the Park Service Club, The League for People with Disabilities, and the Neighborhood Revitalization Club,
most of the service that students do is done on
their own time.
“Usually community service is something
you have to miss your classes for, or you have
to do it outside of school,” Katelyn Mann ’20
said. “That can be hard, so it’s awesome that we
have this opportunity during the school day.”
As the Scheduling Committee looks at the
pros and cons of the Upper School’s current
schedule, Loria and Rogers hope that this model
might allow for time to be allotted to service
in the future.
“Who knows what the schedule will look
like in the future, but if this program takes off
and it’s a valuable opportunity for students,
then maybe it’s a way to show people how we
could use an hour and a half in the middle of the
school day to connect with the community, to
support the community, and to help our students
grow in this way,” Loria said.
“I’m excited; I think it’s a good opportunity
to get out of school and do something productive,” Julia Strouse ’20 said.
“As a whole grade, I feel like it’s helping
us to reach out and be more involved in the
community,” Strouse said.

Rich, and Josh Tyrangiel ’90. Committee member and French teacher
Jenny Sorel agreed with Wright. “It
is important for all of us to see people
from different backgrounds in differ-
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ent professions because we can have
these assumptions that men are always in this position and women are
always in that position,” Sorel said.
Evidently, getting a well-known
journalist to spend an entire day at a
high school is no easy feat. Indeed,
throughout the day Ryan was checking her phone, staying informed.
Finding a journalist like Ryan, Wright
said that it is all about trying to find
the connections. “There will always
be somebody that knows somebody
who knows somebody.”
Park parent Rebecca Gray-Wolf a
friend of Ryan’s was the connection.
“I reached out to Rebecca [GrayWolf] to get the contact information, then I reached out to Ms. Ryan,
and she said that she would love to
come,” Sorel said.
Overall, students were pleased
with Ryan’s presentation, learning
about the news through a professional’s perspective. “I really appreciate
having another lens to current events
that has not been filtered through
various news sources,” said student
body President Mahey Gheis ’18,
who shares a passion for journalism.
Gheis said, “I am thankful that we
go to a school that presents us with
opportunities to speak with influential
people and have them impart their
knowledge to the student body.”

In-house coaches to
receive compensation
by SAM KELEMEN ’21

This year, the Athletic Department and Head
of School Dan Paradis made the decision to
compensate teachers who had previously volunteered as coaches or P.E. teachers.
“We’ve been thinking about it for a while,”
Director of Athletics Robin Lowe ’84 said.
“We’ve always tried to advocate for the amount
of time and work coaches put into it… it hasn’t
gone through in the past because the school only
has a certain amount of finances.”
Lowe, along with other Directors of Athletics Jenny Brennan and Dia Clark ’06, presented
their case to Paradis last year having done background work that allowed them to research what
it would actually cost the school.
“One of our big arguments was that we had
a few coaches who were choosing not to coach
or thinking about stopping because of the lack
of compensation,” Lowe said.
External hires are paid more, so, from a
financial perspective, it does make sense to
compensate in-house hires rather than to have
to pay more to bring in someone from outside
the school.
Teachers have been coaching on a voluntary
basis for many years. But, the relative dearth
of inside coaches and the desire of the Athletic
Department to better connect coaches to the
lives of students has led to the recent change.
“I think [the Athletic Department] wants to
have inside coaches as much as possible and
the money is an extra incentive,” Boys’ Varsity
Cross Country coach and history teacher John
Kessinger said.
The Athletic Department recognizes that
inside coaches have the benefit of seeing student-athletes outside of the sport that they

coach.
Not only does this allow for stronger relationships between coaches and athletes, but there
is also increased accountability on the athletes’
part and often fewer team issues.
Having more teacher coaches and fewer
outside coaches adds to the objectives of the
Athletic Department.
Lowe believes coaches seeing their students
during both the school day and practices works.
“Seeing somebody in a classroom and out on
an athletic field is to your advantage in understanding your students,” Lowe said.
A downside of the payment for coaching is
that it shifts expectations for the teacher-coach.
Many teachers volunteer without compensation as class advisers, as members of faculty
committees, or as faculty advisers to help run
clubs that require significant after-school and
weekend time commitments.
Now that there is compensation for coaching, some teachers who coach and are now
paid may feel pressure to commit to additional voluntary involvements. “Not getting paid
could [have been] an insulator against other
things [teacher-coaches] might not want to do,”
Girls’ Varsity Soccer coach and science teacher
Jeff Jennings said.
The compensation is meant to be a gesture
of appreciation and an incentive for teachers
to either continue coaching or begin to coach.
“It’s really a thank-you,” Lowe said. “People
coach because they love to, not for money, and
I think [the change] was well-received by our
coaches.”
“It’s more than symbolic, but it’s not enough
to make me quit teaching or anything like that,”
Kessinger said. “If someone is leaning towards
coaching, it’s enough to encourage that decision.”
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Suggestions to faculty:
A threat to teacher autonomy or a step
towards real change?

photo by N. Blau ’18

by ELI ASDOURIAN ’18
In our Upper School, our teachers are not
kings. Students routinely ask for extensions on
papers when they need them, many teachers allow for test revisions, kids eat in class, and the
large majority of faculty go by their first names.
All of the above are handled quite well by our
community because we assume that students
will not abuse the freedoms they have. If every
kid asked for an extension on every paper, or
if students were routinely eating six-layer lasagnas at 8:45 in the morning, the Upper School
would have to institute more rules.
In short, our school can avoid being punitive
because students generally use common sense,
and because our unusually forgiving faculty
are more interested in their classes and getting
along with students than in enforcing arbitrary
rules. I think students should try to be equally
understanding.
A few weeks ago Bennett Demsky ’18, Cici
Osias ’19, and Mahey Gheis ’18 sent Upper
School Principal Nancy Dickson an email, who
then forwarded it to the Upper School faculty.
There were three suggestions:
1) Initial course evaluations should come
about four weeks into the school year, so that
teachers have more time to change, especially
for semester-long courses. 2) Students and
teachers should have check-ins a few times
each semester, so that students know what to
expect in their quarter reports. 3) Each class
should discuss homework expectations at the
beginning of the year, so that the “out-of-class
time of students is not taken for granted.”
“At the student leadership retreat, we had
discussed a number of problems that we saw...
and different ways to address them,” Student
Body Mahey Gheis ’18 said. “We didn’t want
to do the Park thing where we talk about things,
but don’t do anything about them. We ended
up drafting an email to try to take some action
because the issues seemed to be things that were
widely agreed upon [at the student leadership
retreat.]”
I take no issue with the format. The email
reads like a genuine set of concerns, not a list
of demands. If students want to email proposed
solutions to problems at school, that fits with
our philosophy.
“I think the suggestions about the course
evaluations are really important because if the
course evaluations are to be used to get feedback from students, they should be timely,”
Dean of Students Traci Wright said.
Earlier course evaluations probably would
be beneficial. However, serious suggestions
should be treated seriously, and I take issue
with the email’s two other proposed solutions.
Implementing the suggestions in this email will
end up taking freedom away from both teachers and students. Students have a lot flex here;
teachers deserve some leeway as well.
Consider the second suggestion, that students and teachers should check in a few times
each semester.
“That suggestion flummoxed me,” Upper
School history teacher Peter Warren said. “I
meet with students all the time—I don’t think
there’s been a day this term where I haven’t met
with at least one student.”

Right now, it’s relatively easy to meet with a
teacher. A few kids talk to their teachers about
every essay they write; a few choose never to.
Right now, the kids who to talk to teachers have
ample opportunity.
If, instead, teachers are tasked to meet with
all of their students (at least 50, for full-time
teachers) a few times a semester (about 3) they
won’t be as open to meet with the kids who are
struggling. And, they’ll rightly feel less obligated to meet with students who aren’t struggling,
with such scarce free time.
Not to mention, 150 meetings a semester is a
huge time commitment for a teacher—considerably more than the 18 a student would have to
attend. “I can’t write 70 reports every two to
three weeks,” Warren said. “I think the cost of
that would be far too much.”
The third suggestion, to have clear homework expectations, would have similar unintended consequences. Part of what gives students the ability to get extensions on papers and
take extra time on tests is that teachers aren’t
perfect. A faculty that never assigned more than
45 minutes of homework could reasonably expect students to have papers in on time, every
time. Is it really worth risking that freedom as
students, just to make sure our teachers follow
rules perfectly?
Instead, we should assume the best of our
teachers at the start of classes, not suspect that
they’ll take our time for granted.
If significant problems arise in a class, that
class can have a conversation. Precautionary
rules don’t have to be extended to the whole
school. I’d rather Park be a place in which
students and teachers feel free, and make occasional mistakes, than be a place so rigid that
no one does anything wrong.
Wright believes that there might be other
ways to convey these suggestions. “I worry
that we’ve lost the ability to talk to one another. ‘Let’s send an email.’ Maybe, instead,
have a town hall, maybe have a conversation,”
she said.
As a student body whose voice is often
taken seriously by administrators, we should
be prepared to get what we ask for. Suggested
guidelines for teachers might actually get put
into place. If we put the faculty under stricter
rules, we should expect to have stricter rules
handed back to us—and rightly so.
One or two of these emails may not make
much difference, but over time, emails like this
will move us from a school of “positive expectations” to a more traditional one that expects
problems.

by BENNETT DEMSKY ’18
We have a great deal of conversation at Park.
If a student is academically dishonest, there is
a conversation about why an act of plagiarism
was committed and what the repercussions will
be. If a teacher assigns homework that the class
can’t wrap their heads around, there are conversations rather than zeros. When there was
rioting in Baltimore City, the Upper School had
a conversation about race, protest, and how our
community is in a bubble. When Trump was
elected President of the United States, we had
a conversation in assembly about everything
from the mechanics of the Electoral College to
how we felt about a xenophobe and misogynist
in the White House. And whenever anything
controversial happens in an assembly or in the
news, our classes and hallways abound with—
you guessed it—conversations.
It’s not that there aren’t conversations at
other schools. It’s that the emphasis placed on
conversation around extremely important things
is higher here.
At other schools, conversation isn’t a preferred method of discipline. If you do something wrong, you get a detention, a suspension,
or an expulsion. In many places, major administrative decisions aren’t made with too much
input, but here, there are student representatives on almost every single committee (e.g.
Scheduling Committee, department meetings,
teacher and administrator search committees),
and students can effect all sorts of change just
by making their opinions known. We are remarkably lucky to attend an institution where
conversations overflow.
Yet, at times, our conversation can be extraordinarily frustrating. Here at Park, there
exists an idea that the conversation is the ideal
problem solving mechanism. Whenever anything goes wrong, be it in the life of an individual student, in a class, in the school, or in
the world, the Park method of identifying and
dealing with the problem is a conversation.
While this is a good method a lot of the time,
conversations can often be repetitive, aimless,
and futile.
An example: the number of identical conversations that I’ve had about how Park needs
to break out of its bubble more frequently and
involve itself in the broader community is too
high to count, but rarely is anything ever done
about it.
Now, I don’t mean to say that no one is doing a thing besides talking. There are many
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students, organizations, and committees doing
great work outside of the community as well as
within it. What I do mean is that too often, conversations will just devolve into a complaintfest. We are wonderful at identifying problems,
but we are lousy at solving them. We talk and
talk and talk, but it is rare that we ever act.
Before school started this year, student leaders–myself among them–convened in the Upper
School Commons and discussed what we liked
and disliked about Park.
As you can imagine, we spent decidedly
more time on the latter, and it was a complaintfest. It happened to be a fairly well-structured
and intellectual complaint-fest, but it was not
a constructive conversation. A group of over
25 intelligent and capable student leaders sat
in a room for two hours and listed all of Park’s
flaws. And at the end, when the retreat was over
and everyone went home, we were—to be quite
honest—almost exactly where we started.
We all agreed that homework could be overwhelming at times, that teachers should post on
Veracross, that it’s hard to figure out how you’re
doing in a class when your teacher doesn’t give
grades on assignments, and that course evaluations should be done earlier in the semester.
But when it came to tackling these problems,
not much progress was made.
Directly afterwards, Mahey Gheis ’18, Cici
Osias ’19, and I decided that it was worth trying
to channel at least a small bit of that conversation into action.
We drafted an email to faculty about how
we were excited for the coming year, and we
asked them to take the problems we identified
at the retreat into consideration.
The email was intended to—and yes, believe
me, I realize the irony here—spark conversation
among the faculty that would lead to a wider
policy change or the implementation of the suggested ideas by individual teachers.
It was sent to faculty several weeks ago by
Upper School Principal Nancy Dickson, and the
responses have been mixed. In some classes,
teachers have discussed the email with the class
and asked for input on the suggestions made in
it, and in one of my classes, the teacher intends
to do course evaluations earlier than usual.
However, there were faculty members who
are less receptive to the email. History teacher
John Kessinger took issue with the message it
conveyed regarding teacher check-ins. “Kids
already get a ton of feedback,” Kessinger said.
“Feedback isn’t like the temperature. You can’t
get a new reading every 10 minutes. Kids
should approach teachers if they want to know
how they’re doing.”
Now, I’m not saying that Kessinger is flatout wrong. What I am saying is that it is possible
that at the root of his—and others’—negative
reaction to the email lies not so much in disagreement with its content but discomfort with
change.
We have to be more open to action. We have
to be more open to change. From time to time,
we have to put our constant discussion on pause
in order to act on what we discuss. Conversations are well and good, but they need to lead
somewhere.
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Hostility hijacks conversation
by RACHEL MILLER ’19
There is a collective moment of
anxious anticipation before someone
asks a question during an assembly.
No one in the audience is ever quite
sure what to expect—whether it will
be an interested follow-up or an attack on the speaker on stage.
When some kinds of “questions”
are asked, it disrupts the assembly,
overshadowing the discussion in the
theater itself, as well as turning the
hallways into a hub of conversation.
And, usually, it’s not the kind of intellectual discussion the speaker may
have in mind.
“It’s almost like a feeling in the
air,” Upper School Music Chair and
Assembly Coordinator Adele Dinerstein said. “When someone says
things that are directly disrespectful
to something being said, it’s almost
a communal hush.”
There has been a lot of discussion about diversity of thought this
year. At the opening assembly, Upper School Principal Nancy Dickson
talked about taking a step back and
evaluating how we encounter differences of opinion.
In that same assembly, Student
Body President Mahey Gheis ’18
echoed the same sentiment, sharing
that Student Council believes we
need to welcome more viewpoints
into conversations.
Upper School math teacher Tony
Asdourian and Upper School science
teacher Jeff Jennings also spoke during an assembly on September 18
about diversity of thought, and even
tried a brief exercise in listening and
switching positions on controversial
issues.
Jennings and Asdourian spent
some faculty meeting time last spring
focusing on how to foster diversity
of thought at Park. This was one
committee among many the Upper
School faculty had divided into earlier in 2017. “We were trying to sort
out is there a problem? And how do
you collect the data to confirm the
problem?” Jennings said.
The data came in the form of a
survey, where over 100 responses
from both students and faculty poured
in expressing their comfort levels and

ease in sharing views that may stray
from the norm.
The data sparked an idea for an assembly to acknowledge the students
who took the survey and to share their
findings.
“The point of our assembly was
that we should be more open—in
class, out of class, in assembly—to a
wide range of opinions,” Asdourian
said.
“It’s not that we should just accept
anybody’s opinion, but [to understand] that people have a wide range of
views, including those that greatly disagree with our own. We’re a school;
we should be open and interested in
those ideas and, then when we disagree with them, we ask questions.”
The problem is when these questions turn hostile, therefore halting
any potential beneficial conversation.
An example of this concept in
action came just two days after Asdourian and Jennings’ assembly. Lily
Gamse ’11, a recent college graduate
who is currently serving in the Israeli
Defense Forces, spoke about her experiences abroad and the advantages
of travel and non-collegiate foreign
experiences.
When Gamse opened up for questions, several students quickly dismissed Gamse’s main point, and, instead, questioned the Gamse’s choice
of joining the Israeli Defense Forces,
and the basis of her Zionism.

The problem
“is when
these

questions turn
hostile, therefore
halting any potential beneficial
conversation.”

“My assembly was purposefully
free of political tones because it was
not my plan to indoctrinate anyone
with any certain political tilt,” Gamse
said.
“I am happy to talk about my political viewpoint individually or in

context, but I was disappointed that
certain students might have overlooked the true point of my presentation.”
Many took note of the way those
kinds of questions made the feeling
in the room shift, including Student
Council and the Administration.
In an email sent to the Upper
School student body on September
26, Student Council asked for the
student body to show the upcoming
Weinberg Resident Journalist, April
Ryan, the “same amount of respect
and dignity to her that we do for all
those who take the time to share with
us new ideas, whether it be in assembly or otherwise.”
The idea for the email came from
a meeting between Head of School
Dan Paradis and Dickson with Student Council, just days before Ryan’s
assembly.
“We could sense that [Paradis and
Dickson] felt that there was room for
improvement in the way that respect
is handled in assembly, and setting
a good example for new students in
the way we treat speakers in general,”
Gheis said.
“We wanted to make sure April
Ryan’s assembly went as smoothly
as possible.”
Ryan’s assembly did go smoothly.
But what if it hadn’t? What if the students had disagreed with her?
There is a way to express questions about content without making
a speaker feel helpless and defensive.
There is also a way to question
a speaker without making students
feel uncomfortable and apologetic for
the unnecessary hostility from their
classmates.
There is certainly a way to question a speaker without making the
speaker think poorly of the community and not wishing to return.
Disagreement is good. Contrasting ideas can “keep it much more interesting,” according to Dinerstein,
but there is a right way to have a
successful dialogue with a speaker.
The best way to pose a good question is with facts, an even tone, and
a desire to hear what the speaker has
to say back.
“The way to show the most interest and respect is to listen attentively
and ask good questions that give the
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speaker a chance to understand what
you’re saying and respond,” Asdourian said.
Jennings echoed Asdourian’s
remarks: “If you have a difference
of opinion, then sometimes the best
way to investigate the difference is
with thoughtful, penetrative questions versus stating that difference
of opinion,” Jennings said.

is a way
“to There
express ques-

tions ... without
making a speaker
feel helpless and
defensive.”

Another key word: context.
“Sometimes students hear a speaker
say a sentence they don’t like, but they
don’t work to understand the context
of what the speaker is saying,” Asdourian said. One misstep in the form
of a sentence can be the final blow to
an otherwise calm assembly.
Context is also important in determining the bounds of what a speaker
is presenting on. “It’s okay for things

to go in a different direction, but if
it’s not what [the speaker] is there
to do, then it’s not worth pressing,”
Dinerstein said.
For a speaker, it’s hard to hear
hostile questions, and, as an audience
member, it certainly makes me feel
more hesitant to give an assembly in
the future.
Asdourian agrees: “People feel
like they can be shut down quickly
in an assembly or a class if someone
is basically sort of shaming them or
making them feel like it’s ridiculous
that they would hold that point of
view.”
An example of thoughtful yet
challenging questions for both Jennings and Asdourian was the Resident
Scholar Assembly in 2016, when Dr.
Carl Hart presented on his research
on drugs and the consequences in
society.
“He said things that struck people,
things that people agreed and disagreed with,” Jennings said.
“People asked good, thoughtful
questions that I think were challenging to him, but that struck me as a
good thing. They weren’t being disrespectful, but rather intellectually engaged. If you’re a speaker, that should
be what you want—otherwise, why
not give the speech to cows?”

90-minute classes are the way to go
by GEFEN NUSINOV ’21
As a new student, I obviously needed time to
adjust to Park’s unique class schedule. Having
only three classes a day is a huge change from
ten 45-minute class periods in middle school.
At first, some may perceive 90-minute
classes as long and tiring. However, 90-minute blocks prove to be quite popular among the
Upper School population.
In these longer classes, students are able
to accomplish more in just one block. Intense
discussions are not abruptly cut off, and concepts are carefully unpacked and thoroughly
explained to ensure that every student understands.
Fully understanding the “why” is very help-

ful and what students get to do at Park.
“The three 90-minute blocks are crucial
because they give students the opportunity to
really go in depth and delve into the topic being
studied,” Sarah Himelfarb ’19 said.
Most importantly, there is no feeling of being rushed, and according to Jamie Askew ’21,
“[A 90-minute block] gives you enough time to
process all the information that is given to you
and understand all of it.”
Challenging math problems, characters’
conflicts, science labs, history lessons, and
language exercises are given the time and attention they deserve.
“I can dig deeper into a topic for sure,” Sofia
Park, a new French teacher in the Upper School
said. Park previously worked at an all girls’

Catholic high school in Los Angeles where she
taught three classes a day, whereas here, she
only has two a day.
The advantages of longer blocks do not stop
there. Teachers’ lesson plans include a variety
of exercises that allow students more time to
experiment with and fully grasp the material.
“Three 90-minute classes a day provide an
adequate amount of time to accomplish many
things. In a 90-minute class, discussions are
broader and more thoughtful because of the
amount of time we have,” Callie Krosin ’21
said.
During the 90-minutes, there is usually a
five-minute break halfway through the block.
“I like how there is a break within each period.
It is a nice way to pause,” Park said.

Students get to stretch while the material and
information are still fresh in their minds. Like
a seventh-inning stretch in baseball, this brief
break replenishes students’ stamina and ensures
the lesson’s continued productivity.    
Longer classes mean “we also have more
time to bond with teachers, and it gives them
more time to learn what types of students we
are,” Renbaum said.
The teachers gain a good understanding of
how each student learns, as well as the best
way to teach the class as a whole. Also, on the
reverse, the students get to know the teachers
well, thus securing a sense of comfort and trust
within the classroom.
Students clearly enjoy and see the benefits
of the 90-minute blocks.
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Discipline shouldn’t mean detention
by CICI OSIAS ’19

Originally, when I set out to write
this article, I did not buy the whole
notion of the “progressive” way discipline is handled at Park. I believed
that because students are seldom expelled or given strong punishments
for infractions, they are aware of the
fact that there are seldom repercussions for wrongdoings, and thus,
they’re not held accountable for their
actions. But upon talking to members
of the community, both old and new,
my view has changed.
Although unconventional, discipline through conversation allows
students to reflect on their wrongdoings, thus learning from their mistakes.
The general disciplinary process
goes as follows: after a student has
committed an infraction, they are
called to a meeting with the student’s adviser, Upper School Dean
of Students Traci Wright, and Upper
School Principal Nancy Dickson. In
the meeting, the adults work to understand the details of the incident.
They also seek to find out why the
student made the mistake they did,
so that there is mutual understanding
before the course of disciplinary action is decided upon. “A lot of what
we do is try to uncover why students
are making the decisions that they
do,” Wright said.
Having a conversation with the
student allows for disciplinary action to be personalized for each indi-

vidual, so that the student has a voice
in the process.
Once all sides of the story have
been heard, “[The punishment a
student receives] really depends on

Discipline
“through
conver-

sation allows students to reflect
on their wrongdoings, thus
learning from
their mistakes.”

how much the student is owning their
transgression, and what they need to
learn from that situation,” Wright
said.
Depending on the underlying
causes for a student’s misbehavior,
they may be asked to do a variety of
things, such as research pertaining
to the subject at hand, an assembly
presentation relevant to the issue and
what they have learned, or meeting
with the school’s guidance counselors to understand the implications of
what they did.
I was not the only one who raised
concerns about a lack of account-

ability resulting from the school’s
lax disciplinary methods. “Depending on how the [situation] is resolved,
it can lead to the student getting away
free, and they can just [make the same
mistake] without learning anything,”
said Aaron Zaiman, a freshman new
to Park who attended middle school
at Friends.
But Wright assured me that those
who are a part of the disciplinary
process work to curb the prevalence
of such a scenario by increasing the
severity of a punishment each time
an infraction is repeated.
At Zaiman’s former school, there
was a system that started with detention during the students’ break on
Monday, then after multiple Monday detentions there was Friday detention, and from there it was either
suspension or expulsion.
While acknowledging that the
system at Friends is fair, Zaiman
prefers Park’s disciplinary system
because, “It is more interactive, and
it makes the student understand what
they did, and what they can do differently, whereas a detention tells you
‘you did something wrong’ but not
how to fix it.” Mollie Post ’19, who
attended Garrison Forest in middle
school and ninth grade, had similar
sentiments to Zaiman, saying, “[At
Park] it’s more about the student as a
whole than their transgression.”
According to the “Expectations”
section of the Upper School Handbook, “Park takes a holistic approach
to discipline, operating within an edu-

cational framework, with the goal of
fostering personal growth.”
This statement accurately reflects
the way that discipline works at the
school, for it is centered around the
individual and how they can learn
from their past transgressions, rather
than a sole focus on punitive measures.
While I support the current system in place, I question the role of
students in the disciplinary process
as a whole. As Post said, “There is
no student voice in discipline, which
I think is interesting for a school like
Park, because this is a place that is
very student-led.” Is there a way for
the student body to have a say in the
process without overstepping the
bounds of confidentiality?

is one
“largeThere
reason our
current disciplinary system
works: trust.”

Eight years ago, during the 20092010 school year, former Principal
Mike McGill must have wondered
that same thing, as he proposed the
idea of implementing a judicial board.
Although a controversial proposition,
opinions were solidly mixed.

A vote was cast to the student
body, which ultimately voted to annex the motion.
Math teacher Tony Asdourian,
who was a member of the faculty
at the time, addressed one reason
some were not in favor of the judicial board, saying “There were some
pretty powerful arguments against the
judicial board; for instance, the idea
that some students would have to pass
judgment on other students, possibly
even their friends…”
There is one large reason our current disciplinary system works: trust.
As Asdourian said, “I think a reason that we’ve been able to go for so
long without something like a judicial
board comes down to [the fact that]
there’s enough trust between students
and teachers at the school as a whole,
and enough trust also between students and the Administration that
there’s this implicit assumption that
the administration is trying to be fair
with respect to punishments.”
Trust between students and faculty is one of the school’s biggest
values, and the presence of such a
trust is imperative for our disciplinary
process to be so personally altered to
fit the needs of each student.
Discipline is an important part of
the life of any young person, for it
shapes our development and values.
The individualistic approach Park
takes to address discipline allows it
to be a productive and transformative
experience, changing students for the
better.

Freshman orientation: helpful but a day too long
by GISSELLE SANCHEZ ’21 and
CHARLOTTE EGGINTON ’21

Orientation is meant as a welcoming event into the Upper School to
help freshmen and new students get
to know the basics of the high school
before their first day.
It’s an introduction into what
school will be like for the next four
years, so students aren’t thrown into
high school with no knowledge of
what’s going on.
Orientation lasts almost two full
days, which raises the question of
whether all of it is necessary.
As returning students, some of the
activities we did felt a bit redundant,
since we already knew a lot of the
information.
Upper School Dean of Students
Traci Wright strongly believes that
orientation is a crucial part of becoming acclimated to high school.
“Orientation provides the framework for ninth grade students and
new students to hit the ground running instead of waiting for a whole
year to be involved,” she said.
“I think it works really well because on the first day, ninth graders
and new students know a little bit of
what to expect,” Wright said.
Wright acknowledged that it’s unnerving for new students to come into
a new space, but she also felt it was
important to recognize that they were
not the only intended audience for
orientation. “There’s a huge transition from Middle School to Upper
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School, and I think that it’s really
important for our existing students
to understand the expectations of high
school and how it’s different.”
As a new student, Katey Cooney
’21 enjoyed and appreciated parts of
orientation. “I really liked when my
group just sat around and talked and
asked questions, and I found myself

just feeling comfortable for the first
time,” she said.
However, there were also parts
where she felt uncomfortable and unsupported. “I thought the icebreakers
were just a little bit much for new
students because they expected you to
talk and be very open with people that
you didn’t really know,” Cooney said.

Jacob Peres ’21, who has been at
Park since K2, had more of a negative
opinion on orientation. “I don’t think
it was bad, but I don’t think it was
particularly helpful because we did
a lot of activities instead of receiving
useful advice,” he said.
Both Peres and Cooney agreed on
the fact that orientation was too long

and could have been condensed into
one day.
Student body President Mahey
Gheis ’18 ended up having a similar
view to that of Wright. “I suppose
orientation could be condensed into
one day, but then I feel like it would
be a lot of information at once and
wouldn’t be as easily processed,” she
said, responding to the question of
whether the two days of orientation
were necessary.
It is important to note, however,
that Gheis was experiencing a very
different viewpoint to that of the
freshmen.
Gheis may feel that a longer orientation is the better option, but as
an orientation leader, she may have
had a contrasting feeling on how time
went by. Wright too, made a strong
case for orientation being completely
necessary and extensive.
However, many returning and
new freshmen, including ourselves,
thought that although there were
many helpful aspects to it, there were
also many parts that were unnecessary and made the whole event too
long.
We definitely recognize the importance of hearing the thoughts of
other Upper Schoolers and faculty,
but orientation is intended for freshmen, and our opinions are the ones
that need to be valued above all others.
Our opinions should be the ones
that will most influence the way next
year’s orientation is conducted.

Features
by RACHEL MILLER ’19

Ever wonder who tweets out of Park’s twitter handle? I now have the answer: Director of
Communications and Marketing Pete Hilsee.
He is the administrator responsible for, basically, presenting our community to the public. In
between posting on Park’s Facebook page and
tweeting about the school, Pete sat down with
me and gave me insight into the man behind
the “Get to Know a Park Student” campaign.
Typically, Hilsee starts his day with a hearty
breakfast of cornflakes with granola. “I used
to think it’s peculiar that people would eat the
same thing every day. ‘Not me! I’m open to
whatever,’ I’d say. But I’m that guy now! I gotta
have the same thing every day.” Hilsee laughed.
After his breakfast, Hilsee drives to work
around 8:00 with his son Elias ’25. His schedule
is constantly changing—in a good way.
“I’m happy to say that there is not a typical
day based on the time of year, or even over the
course of a day,” Hilsee said. “What I end up
doing is always a mix of longer-term projects,
listening to what’s going on among students
and faculty, and figuring out what to do with
that knowledge.”
Events also drive the schedule for Hilsee,
especially the day I met with the frequent flyfisherman. By the time I sat down in Hilsee’s
modern, chalkboard-wall-covered office at
10:00, he had already been at school for over
three hours. His morning had been spent working with his own Communications and Marketing team, the Admission Office, Head of School
Dan Paradis, and Associate Head of School
Priscilla Morales.
The event he was hard at work for was
Community Ambassadors, a program started
several years ago to help community members
find a way to discuss our school with the outside world.
“We know that word-of-mouth is the number one method to get families to consider Park
[and] to come take a look, so we know that it’s a
great investment of our time and energy.”
Hilsee made a slideshow for the program—
not using a template—which lasted for the entire
morning. “We don’t hand out scripts. It matches
everything else we do on the communications
front,” Hilsee said. The key word: “Authenticity. [These are] real stories. We help find the
common threads, and make sure the conversa-
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PETE BY THE NUMBERS

2-3
3
6
30+
5.5
Facebook posts for Park
per day

hours of coaching soccer (plus
recovery time) every week

minutes every day taking care of Henry, his
15-year-old rescue dog

tions in the outside world are effective.”
Much of Hilsee’s day is spent working with
other administrators—nearly half of his team’s
time is spent working with the Admission Office. In addition, they also help support the
Development Office, the Parent’s Association,
and faculty as a whole, especially the Head of
School and the division principals.
For lunch, Pete enjoys either a veggie burger
with sauerkraut and Szechuan sauce or, if his
wife Catherine, the “quinoa master,” helps out,
a quinoa salad with yogurt. As for the similar
lunch each day: “It’s one less thing to choose—
I make so many choices all day long,” Hilsee
said.
Besides the scheduled meetings for the
longer-term projects and the support of other
divisions’ endeavors, Hilsee’s job is primarily
reactionary: he waits for community members
to do newsworthy things, and, often, he doesn’t
have to wait long. “Our whole Communications
and Marketing approach involves the school,

or people inside the school, doing interesting
things, and we talk about it.”
This “talking about it” takes up the rest of
Hilsee’s workday through the school’s three
main social media platforms: Twitter, Instagram
(his favorite), and Facebook. Twitter is a favorite platform for many of the Administrators:
Upper School Principal Nancy Dickson (@principallypark), Lower School Principal Lisa Sun
(@lisas_Park), and Morales, (@P_Morales_),
to name a few. As for Facebook: “well, you’ve
got to be on Facebook,” Hilsee said.
Outside of Park, Hilsee spends much of his
time away from social media in the outdoors.
He coaches his son’s soccer team, and he spends
a great deal of time fly-fishing; he only picked
it up recently. “[Fly-fishing] is something that’s
been in the back of my mind for a while,” he
said.
Hilsee loves to spend time outdoors in his
garden growing tomatoes, an “unbelievable”
cucumber crop, and peppers. “When I come

hours of fly fishing a
week

people on his communication and marketing
team. (One is part-time.)
home, I say, ‘hi,’ to everybody, and then I feel
the need to go outside,” Hilsee said. “[Going
outside] is really for our family to see where
stuff comes from.”
Hilsee is unsure of where the desire to begin
fly-fishing and spending more time outdoors
came from. “It may have been the current political climate making me need a retreat, and
nature, for me, is a great place to unwind and
think about things,” Hilsee said.
Another method of escape for him comes in
the form of reading. Currently, Hilsee is stuck
on Neil Degrasse Tyson’s book, Astrophysics for People in a Hurry—an attempt to find
“something bigger than all the politics.” And,
following a stop at the Harriet Tubman museum
on the way to Chincoteague this summer, he’s
reading an autobiography of her life.
If you want to find a man you can talk to
about Twitter, granola, Neil Degrasse Tyson,
growing cucumbers and much, much more, stop
by the Arts Center Offices.

No shortage of variety for Upper School classes
by IAN GREENBERG ’19

Always adapting to the diverse
interests of the student body, the Upper School is offering some exciting
and challenging new courses this
semester.
Within the science department,
there are several classes being offered
for the first time. Climate Change
Field Ecology, for example, is a
semester-long course being taught
by science chair and teacher Julie
Rogers.
“My objective for this class is
for my students and me to become
more literate on the issue of climate
change and to establish some long
term experiments on Park’s campus,”
Rogers said.
Some of the experiments, which,
according to Rogers, may illustrate
the effects of climate change, include
using the method of Dendroclimatology (or, in layman’s terms, observing the rings of trees to study climate
from the past), setting up plastic
domes around the campus to mimic
climate change conditions, and also
conducting research with the Univer-

sity of Maryland on oyster reproduction and the acidification within the
Chesapeake Bay.
“Hopefully, the students [by the
end of this course] will understand
the scale of climate change and become advocates for the facts and
information they learned in class,”
Rogers said.
In addition to the science courses,
many classes in the English department are being taught for the first
time this semester. Sarah Schwartz,
for instance, is teaching an elective
called Gender Trouble. “My main
goal for this class is for students to
think about gender as a force that
shapes our lives and to theorize about
and discuss how gender works in our
society,” Schwartz said.
Schwartz went on to explain that
her approach to teaching this course
is for students to look at different mediums that pertain to gender: films,
poetry, and graphic novels about people who grappled with their gender,
or experienced gender operations. “I
came to Park from a PhD program,
where I took a lot of queer theory
classes. I really wanted to bring what

I have been learning to Park students,
who are very skeptical and willing to
engage with new ideas. In the future,
I really hope to continue this class,”
Schwartz said.
Lastly, there are several new
electives being taught this semester
in the history department. Some of
these courses include The Orwellian
Century taught by Peter Warren, Four
Historical Simulations by Jon Acheson, and Queer History by Katherine
Arner.
“During [Queer History], my
objective is to explore with my students how queer history fits in different parts of American history,”
Arner said.
Arner also noted how they will
read primary source documents,
analytical essays, and films from the
twentieth century to study queer history. Since the class only consists of
five students, the bulk of the curriculum is taught through group projects.
“The students are very engaged in
various projects. For instance, right
now, we are working on an interactive
website that explores what the queer
identity community looked like dur-
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ing the twentieth century,” Arner said.
As always with Park teachers,
they are very enthusiastic to dissemi-

nate knowledge throughout the student body, and this is evident through
the added variety in class electives.
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Students continue Advoc8 projects in US
by JACOB HIRSCHHORN ’21

Were you ever so excited about a school
project that you didn’t want it to end? Several
ninth graders are.
Since 2014, Advoc8 has been an integral
part of the eighth grade curriculum. Starting
in November, the eighth graders work mostly
in small groups to research and advocate for
a cause of their choice, culminating with presentations in mid-May to parents, teachers,
and fellow students. Some of the ninth graders, however, are proving that Advoc8 does not
have to end after eighth grade and are finding
ways to continue with their projects this year.
One of these students, Sebastian Sachs
’21, is working to educate people about sexual
consent along with his group members, Lauren Hamilton ’21, Jordyn Harris ’21, and Fiona Brummer ’21. “We think this is something
important that we should continue, and at the
very least continue what we did last year, which
was to teach a fifth grade class about consent,”
Sachs said.
In a stroke of good fortune, the group’s
mentor, Debbie Roffman, was contacted by the
Association of Independent Maryland and DC
Schools (AIMS) who asked if the group would
present what they learned at an AIMS conference in October. When asked by Roffman, the
group jumped at the opportunity to present.
Sachs also commented on how continuing the
project has not been easy, as there are challenges in working together for so long on a
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Freshmen L. Hamilton, F. Brummer, J. Harris, and S. Sachs taught fifth graders
about consent for their eighth grade Advoc8 project.
topic. “We’re all friends; [we have] similar but riential learning and working with your hands.
different personalities, and we have to work to More recently, he has been selling sunflowers.
Half of the profits are going to Baltimore City
stay focused,” Sachs said.
Another student, Thomas Galletti ’21, is public schools to help fund the creation of an
working to promote experiential learning. As experiential learning program for their teachers,
an outcome of his project, Galletti created a and the other half is going towards Park’s modwebsite outlining the positive aspects of expe- ern music band, which is run by Maeve Royce.

Ninth grade transition is scary but mostly ‘smooth’
by ADDIE FLEMING ’21
The transition from Middle
School to Upper School can be daunting. In the Middle School, teachers do
their best to prepare students for high
school. Eighth graders write term papers, receive schedules that help promote independence, and are expected
to take on more responsibilities.
But in reality, nothing can quite
prepare you for the change. The different schedule, workload, and standards can be shocking; nevertheless,
the freshmen are eager to begin their
Upper School careers.
“The first few weeks have been
fun. Really busy, but I love the clubs
we’ve had so far and the schedule is
much better than in Middle School,”
Samantha Saunders ’21 said.
Many returning students say that
Upper School classes and work have
been difficult, but that it hasn’t been
too hard.
“It’s been easier to adjust to high
school than middle school. I’m older
so I understand more of the transition and I’m more able to ask for help
when I need it,” Sebastian Sachs ’21
said.
Saunders shares this point of view.
She suggests that returning students,
since they are accustomed to Park
teaching, won’t have to worry as
much about trying to navigate the
expectations of each department and
will be able to focus solely on completing their assignments.
This train of thought can be seen
elsewhere as well. Returning students
have—for the most part—already established and solidified friendships
from Middle School.
“It’s been easier to transition to

high school as a returning student
because I’m not as concerned with
finding a friend group; I can just
really focus on my classes and my
schoolwork,” Lucy Fisher ’21 said.
Returning students are more likely
to have established the relationships
that will help them transition to Upper School. Even things as basic as
just knowing the building make their
entrances smoother than that of a new
student.

“It’s been easier to adjust
to high school than middle
school. I’m older ...and I’m
more able to ask for help.”
Although Park gives you all the
tools you need to create the best
Upper School experience, returning
students realize that for them, it is
significantly easier to navigate the
school.
I am a returning student and have
been fortunate enough to have been
part of the community since 2008.
My fellow returning students and I
had many of the same advantages
when it came to our high school
transitions.
By now we know the building,
many of the teachers, and the particular style of teaching, but it is up to us
whether we will use this knowledge
to advance our Upper School careers.
If you are a returning student and
are finding this to be a particularly
difficult transition, don’t be afraid to
use those connections and reach out
to teachers or friends because they
are all here and willing to help you.

by HAILEY FRIED ’21
For many new students coming
to Park can be scary. Most of the students I interviewed, however, thought
their transition had gone rather
smoothly. This was due, in part, to a
good experience during their first few
weeks. The culture of Upper School
is very different than other schools
and learning to adjust can be difficult
for a new student.
“I came in knowing few people;
it was harder than for someone who
has been here their whole life,” Gefen
Nusinov ’21, who came to Park from
Krieger Schechter Day School, said.
“Coming as a new student to
Park, I was a little worried. However,
knowing that the Park School community was with me and supporting
me, it was so much easier,” Nusinov
’21 said.
This was true for another new student, Jamie Askew ’21. “[My transition] was good. It’s been less stressful
than anticipated,” Askew said.
Sometimes the smaller things can
make a big difference when deciding
to come to a new school. For Nusinov, the deciding factor was the way
conversations happen in classrooms.
“I love the discussion format,” Nusinov said.
“Everyone is welcoming and the
transition was smooth,” Roy Vondrasek ’21, who previously attended
Gilman, said.
Nusinov’s worry about the stress
of transition disappeared quickly. “I
knew from day one I had good friends
who cared, teachers who supported
me...being in such an inclusive school
has really impacted me,” Nusinov
said.

Advoc8’s experiential learning projects try
to help young people develop an active practice of caring. Through project work, educators
argue, children experience intrinsic rewards associated with caring for others and the natural
enviroment.
Designed by several members of the Middle
School faculty, the Advoc8 program is led by
Rommel Loria. “Students develop and execute
their own advocacy projects that reflect personal
interests while meeting community needs,” according to school policy.
While a number of students have already
started to continue their efforts, others are
still in the planning phase. Parrish André ’21
has expressed interest in continuing to spread
awareness about domestic violence because she
believes the issue deserves more attention than
it currently gets among students and faculty.
André has run into some roadblocks while
trying to put her ideas into action. Unlike in
eighth grade, there is no structured time set aside
to work on this project specifically. Though André does have some X block time available to
her, her relative isolation as a concerned citizen
on this subject means it is harder to find a space
for advocacy in the Upper School. “Nobody really knows why I am doing it, so a lot of faculty
are hesitant to talk.” André said.
Nevertheless, Advoc8 has proven to excite
and motivate several ninth graders to continue
last year’s work. The work is sure to have a
lasting effect on the community and beyond in
years to come.

FROM THE ARCHIVES: a new cafeteria,
a need for school spirit, and a lack of respect

The Postscript began 75 years ago this fall. The first five years of The
Postscript saw the staff grow from three to seven, and editions from three
to eight pages. The October 27, 1947 issue 70 years ago (cover below) included an admonishing editorial, four pages of school and sports news, and
a commentary on the worsening post-war economic conditions: “Europeans
are starving,” and students should “stop wasting food.” Typed on a manual
typewriter and mimeographed by hand, the October ’47 issue appears to be
a desiccated relic of the past. Reading it, however, brings a distinct sense
of déjà-vu:
“What was the score? Who made the winning goal? Gee, I didn’t know
we beat them! Those are the many students now and will be for the rest of
the year if the lack [in attendance] at games continues. Interest is at a very
low point, and it is imperative that it be raised.”
Babs Newman ’48, Edwin Rauh ’49,
and Stanley Dorf ’48 go on to ask if nonplayers really understand what it takes to
field a team. “Twelve hours a week practicing techniques over and over again….
Secondly, there is a great deal of planning done by the [teacher] coaches. They
schedule games, devise plays, and above
all help each boy or girl to improve….We
must learn to appreciate this culmination
of the effort of many people by showing
interest at game-time.”
Our own recent return to a fall Rivalry
Day with Friends (who similarly were
soundly defeated in Girls’ Field Hockey,
but not Boys’ soccer in October, 1947)
brings out the continuity of our struggle
October 27, 1947 Postscript
to use athletics to boost school spirit.
Another October, 1947 editorial noted improvement in“the lunchroom
system, a finer athletic field, and so on. What the Postscript staff is eager
to know about is exactly this: Will the students improve and raise their
standards of work to meet these new physical improvements? That, friends,
is the big question of the year.”
A December 15, 1947 editorial asks students to consider how they treat
each other: “One policy that is lacking in the Park School is respect, not only
for teachers and elders, but for fellow students. Respect for others cannot be
a lasting thing in the mind of a person unless it originates from the heart….
Many students are quite discourteous to members of the faculty and other
pupils, which besides creating a poor feeling among teachers and students,
gives a bad impression to outsiders of the school.”
Plus ça change, c’est plus le même chose? Or perhaps the enthusiasm of
the recent community lunch, which saw teachers and students sharing soup
and bread, guitars, soccer balls, and sunshine, bodes well for the future.
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Kipfel and croissants: Roggenart rocks
by LILAH LICHTMAN ’21
“Roll, cut, fold, knead, mix,
punch, brush, flour, taste, melt, grate,
core, dust, pit, shift, scrape, pat, chill
glaze, crumble, turn, butter, soften,
separate, shred, infuse, double, flavor, zest, drizzle, sprinkle, share &
enjoy, love…”
This is the philosophy of a new
bakery that opened in May: Roggenart. Translated from German, it
means “The Art of Rye.” It’s located
on Falls Road in Mount Washington.
When I went to Roggenart for
the first time, I could already smell
the pastries from outside. Inside, a
baker was handing out samples of
multigrain bread. Its crunchy outside
was caked with seeds and nuts, sandwiching a light and fluffy inside. I
was craving more, so I got a quarter
loaf to go.
Their extensive menu includes
Austrian breads, croissants, coldpressed juices, European style coffee, challah, teas, tartines, pastries,

platters, pretzels, strudels, and sandwiches. It took me ten minutes to
decide which I wanted to try.
Along with the bread, I ordered a
croissant (which happened to be coming fresh out of the oven) and a ham
and cheese kipfel (a crescent-shaped
bread roll).
The croissant was flaky, doughy,
buttery, and warm. The kipfel was
crisp and chewy, and the cheese had
a hint of sweetness. The moment I
tasted them, I knew that I wanted to
become a regular.
After interviewing Nemanja Popov, the owner of Roggenart, I got a
glimpse of what goes on behind the
scenes at the bakery.
Using only one dough mixer and
one oven, the chefs start making the
breads at 11:00 each night so the food
is fresh daily.
“I have a passion for baking and I
simply enjoy making and eating our
products,” Popov said. “The quality
and uniqueness of our breads, as well
as other products, is a fuel for that

passion.”
Each line in their logo represents
“…passion and love, knowledge and
experience, and hard work,” Popov
said. “It represents our values and our
business philosophy.”
Their values manifest themselves
in the flavor and value of their products. The flour for their breads is
imported from a family-run mill in
Austria and is baked with all natural
ingredients. “It really makes a big dif-

ference in quality and taste,” Popov
said.
Roggenart is “…a team united
around the same passion…,” according to Popov. “Now we are working
together as one team creating something special when it comes to breads
and pastries.”

image courtesy roggenart.com

image courtesy seamless.com

image courtesy roggenart.com

Roggenart is located at 5722 Falls Road, Baltimore, Maryland 21209.

Fall exhibit After Effects deals with difficult issues
by DASHA KHRISTICH ’19
After Effects is the fall exhibit exploring
the consequences of our actions and the role
our decision-making has on the people and the
world around us. Curated last year by photography teacher Janna Rice, along with the help
of visual arts teacher Christine Tillman and the
student Upper School Gallery Committee, three
artists were chosen to display their work. The
resulting synthesis is challenging to the viewer.
After Effects raises questions about consumerism, climate change, pollution, love, political
power, race relations, and other contemporary
issues.
“Sometimes I come up with a theme first,
and then figure out the artists, but this time I
knew I wanted these artists, and had to figure
out how they fit together,” J. Rice said.
The three artists in the show are Tom Rice,
Amanda Burnham, and Wendel Patrick.
Tom Rice’s work, entitled “Monuments to
the Ephemeral,” concerns issues of climate
change. “I was trying to show images of things
that exist now, but won’t later,” T. Rice said.
Rice’s work has recently been featured at galleries in several midwestern states.
Hung up in the front entrance of the school
and the Richman Gallery, the pieces for this
show are ink landscapes on plastic wrap. On
each piece, writing, often obscured by a larger
image, provides a more personal view into the
work. Each piece has an excerpt from love
letters written by T. Rice for members of his
family. “They’re love letters for the pieces, but
they’re also for the people in my life. There’s a
parallel. Love is something we have to nurture
or it falls apart, like the environment,” he said.
One of the unique aspects of Rice’s work is
movement. Wind catches the plastic and makes
it flow through the space. The plastic serves two
purposes: “I knew that there would be movement in the piece, a way of representing our
presence in the environment.” The plastic wrap
also served as his canvas because the pieces
wouldn’t stay the same. Over time, they would
deteriorate and change.
The second part of Rice’s work, also displayed in the Richman Gallery, are companion
pieces entitled “Small Violences.” These small
and tightly rendered silverpoint inscriptions are

stories of instances that we don’t hear about in
the media—stories of gas leaks and explosions
around the world. “I’ve wanted to try political
art for a while. Other things seemed forced, but
climate change became such an important part
of my life and this worked,” he said.
Amanda Burnham’s piece, a large collection
of portraits of US Senators, is displayed in the
order of how they sit in the Senate, carefully

arranged by Janna Rice.
“Since the election, Burnham has been
watching C-Span to figure out what is currently
happening in our country,” Tillman said. “These
portraits are beautiful, but they’re not necessarily flattering. She is capturing everyone while
they’re speaking.” Burnham is a local artist who
teaches at Towson University.
Every portrait is accompanied by a caption

photos by L. Kane ’18

explaining what the Senators are talking about in
the moment. C-Span has no commentary, so this
archive of footage forced Burnham to discern
what was being discussed and not editorialize,
to simply report content without providing her
own opinion. These portraits first appeared on
Burnham’s Instagram pages, just weeks after the
November, 2016 general election.
“Seeing all of these Senators together is so
interesting. I feel like our government is an abstract concept to so many of us. We know it’s
there, and we know roughly what they do, but
we don’t think about the Senate as people who
are making decisions for the rest of the world,”
J. Rice said.
The work of the artist Wendel Patrick, a local hip hop and spoken word artist, is displayed
along the curved wall of the Davidson Lobby. In
this exhibit, Patrick provides photographic documentation of the Baltimore uprising. Residents
of Baltimore City, after the events surrounding
Freddie Gray’s death on April 19, 2015, hold up
signs and interact with the photographer.
“However you feel about the Baltimore uprising, this is something that happened here in
the city. This is a mirror to the event,” Tillman
said. People in the photos have many expressions: disgust, anger, sadness, defiance. The
power of the photos lies in our reaction over
two years later to the events of those days and
to the question of how and why allegations of
police brutality stirs such strong emotions.
Do we look at the photos now as a record of
the past or as art, as political statements by the
artist, or simply as aesthetic works that possess
political content?
After Effects is made up of three separate
artists’ work, but it comes together. “The thread
was how people make decisions, and how the
world turns based on those decisions,” J. Rice
said. “Decisions affecting either our own tiny
world, or the world at large—the whole theme
of this show is how our decisions impact all of
us, our personal decisions, but also the decisions
of our leaders,” J. Rice said.
“The show doesn’t answer a lot of questions.
I don’t think art should answer a lot of questions. Artists ask the viewer, and I think good
art makes you question something,” J. Rice said.
After Effects is on display until December
8, 2017.
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Arts department tackles tough fall production
by DARYA ZARFESHAN ’21
Every good musical is composed of three
elements: music, theater, and dance. This year’s
musical is Leonard Bernstein’s famous West
Side Story, a fun, thrilling, well-blended combination of all three.
West Side Story is centered on two rival
gangs in 1950s New York City: the Sharks and
the Jets.
The Sharks are recent immigrants from
Puerto Rico, and the Jets are white working
class boys. Featuring fights, forbidden love, and
loss, this Romeo and Juliet inspired musical is
filled with wild dance, music, and a love story.
The musical score filled with Puerto Rican
rhythms and lots of culture is not only fun, but
it is also incredibly difficult to play.
“Bernstein’s music is by far one of the most
challenging scores in all of musical theater,”
Upper School music chair Adele Dinerstein
said.
Additionally, the songs in West Side Story
are a part of the storytelling, and they further
the plot. “The music is integrated in ways that
audiences may not be used to hearing,” Dinerstein said.
The musical is a difficult production when it
comes to the choreography, too. This year, Park
has hired Anwar Thomas, a local choreographer
in Baltimore, to head the dance movements for
this show.
While trying to be faithful to the energy of
the original production, Thomas is incorporating multiple different styles: ’30s jazz, ballroom
dance, salsa, jazz, and some mixtures of modern
dance and ballet.
After listening to multiple recordings of the
musical score and listening at different tempos, Thomas got to work on choreographing
the show.
West Side Story is a unique spin on the Romeo and Juliet story. Ani Burnet ’18, who is
playing the female lead, Maria, recognizes the
power of the production.
“[The thing I enjoy most is] the intensity of
the story and being able to experience it through
the scenes,” Burnet said. “It’s really unique to
see the parallels of the Puerto Ricans and the
Polacks, and it really brings up the question:
what is an immigrant?”

The Jets, or white boys, are mainly first
and second generation descendants of white
Europeans; they are referred to in the musical
text as “Polacks,” a pejorative term for PolishAmerican.
The Sharks, Puerto Ricans who technically
are already Americans, are made to feel foreign by the white gang because of their community’s more recent move from the island to
the mainland.
The show is actually one of Thomas’s favorite musicals, and he loves mapping out the
dances in it. Filled with fight choreography,
dance numbers, and just lots of movement in
general, the choreography in this show plays a

major role in the production.
There is some controversy over whether this
is, in fact, a classic dance musical or not. Regardless, Thomas, too, recognizes the dance’s
impact on the musical as a whole.
“It has the Romeo and Juliet-style love story,
but it has so many characters, so much development, and the movement really helps push the
show along,” Thomas said.
Thomas’s teaching style has adapted to meet
the needs of the students. Although he makes
sure to treat the students as adults and artists
as he would with any other show, it is different
from other shows he has done because of the
wider range of skill levels and experience.

illustration by Felice Falk ’18

In Thomas’s experience, the choreography
is taking more time than past shows, but he is
ensuring that the students feel confident in what
they are doing.

“

Bernstein’s music is by far
one of the most challenging
scores in all of musical theater.” —Adele Dinerstein

The music and dance should work in harmony with the storyline. “The music helps to
propel the action and the music score is timed
perfectly with the dance and theater to create
this show. The dance brings it to life,” Dinerstein said.
Associate Head of School Priscilla Morales
feels a personal connection to West Side Story.
Morales connects her own history with Puerto
Rico and its recent tragic events with the Bernstein production.
Morales, a Puerto Rican American raised in
the Bronx, has traveled to Puerto Rico every
summer in childhood and often as an adult. She
believes that there is still difficulty with cultural
communication between Puerto Rico and the
mainland. “While there is constant hope for
opportunity and growth, Puerto Ricans on the
island still suffer from a lack of voice and access
to power,” Morales said.
Morales believes that she has seen the gap
in communication and understanding become
particularly evident after the devastations of
Hurricane Maria.
The recent devastation makes this musical
all the more poignant as an illustration of controversies surrounding immigration, inclusion,
and identity questions.
“West Side Story is an important production,
especially in light of these current events. It
is not just the story of Puerto Ricans trying to
claim space on the mainland; it is also the story
of how we all want to feel rooted in the United
States. West Side Story, at its core, is the story
of home,” Morales said.
West Side Story will be performed in the
Meyerhoff theater November 16-19; it is the
product of long hours, hard work, and even a
professional choreographer.

Baby Driver has no flat tires
by ANTON SHTARKMAN ’20
Cars and music are the prominent
themes in Baby Driver—an actionpacked, full-of-unbelievable-stunts,
all-around amazing, summer movie.
Directed by Edgar Wright, this
film tells the story of Baby, a getaway
driver who meets the love of his life
and wants to run away with her.
But to marry, Baby must have a
clean slate and pay back Doc, the
criminal mastermind, for stealing his
car. To get enough money, he must be
in the front seat one last time.
However, falling in love has
changed him, and he views his
crewmates’ actions from a different
perspective.
This exhilarating movie has a
wonderful roster of Hollywood stars.
Baby is spectacularly played by Ansel
Elgort.
He does not have many lines, but
Elgort manages to steal the show with
his charming and mysterious attitude.
His retro glasses perfectly match
his socially awkward personality.

Perhaps, we can blame his tinnitus,
which he got from a childhood accident for his introverted behavior. To
battle the “hum in the drum,” Baby
constantly wears headphones and listens to music.
My favorite moment is the musical-like-scene where Elgort carelessly dances through the streets of
Atlanta.
Lily James plays Deborah, the
diner waitress with whom Baby falls
in love.
James and Elgort have an onscreen chemistry that feels genuine—
when watching them together, you
get the feeling that they have both
known each other for years.
Deborah does not serve as the
princess who awaits her knight in
shining armor to rescue her; instead,
she holds her own as a strong female
role.
Kevin Spacey is Doc, and, boy,
you can never go wrong with Kevin
Spacey. He brings superior acting to
every movie that he is in, and he certainly does not fall short in this one.

He is both cunning and sarcastic.
His stone face and sublime acting
make it hard to tell whether he is a
hero or a villain, giving his character
a veil of mystery. Spacey superbly
balances on the edge of good and evil.
Jamie Foxx as Bats lives up to
both Kevin Spacey and Ansel Elgort.
His portrayal of a psychopathic gunman is both hilarious and terrifying.
In one scene, he is cracking jokes,
and a few moments later, he is the
Joker—a creepy, menacing, vicious
cop-murderer. His range of emotions
is admirable.
I only wish Foxx would have been
given more screen time; there were
not enough scenes featuring his outlandish character.
Finally, Jon Hamm as Buddy, the
second gunman, is a very small role,
but one that did not disappoint.
Although all actors play their individual characters well, the movie
really shines when they are together.
The most hilarious scenes showcase
Baby, Bats, Buddy and Doc exchanging banter.

photo courtesy darkhorizons.com

In addition to the talented cast,
the technical aspects of the film are
fantastic. First, the use of music in
the film is quite creative; the audience
gets to listen to the songs that Baby
picks on his many iPods.
Also, some action sequences, gunshots, shift gear changes, and camera
cuts are synchronized to a specific
track—it feels like we are watching

the events play out from the Baby’s
music-loving perspective. In addition
to the beautiful editing, Bill Pope
does a wonderful job as director of
cinematography; every single camera
angle is positioned interestingly, and
the car chases are shot brilliantly.
All in all, Baby Driver is a must
watch and a fun film. I give this summer blockbuster an A.
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New athletic credit offerings implemented
by CALLIE KROSIN ’21

In order to graduate, students must
collect six athletic credits, which can
be earned in many ways.
Traditionally, they are gained
through participation on a sports team
or in physical education (PE) offerings such as PE leadership, Game
Day Helper, Team Management, and
Strength and Conditioning.
There are a variety of new ways in
which students can earn credits this
year; these include participating in
the Mountain Biking Club, the dancing troupe of the fall production, West
Side Story, BruinFit, and even community service.
Of these new athletic offerings, an
atypical offering is dancing in West
Side Story. “[As an Athletic Department,] we have been requested by
[Upper School Dean of Students]
Traci Wright—and [Upper School
Drama Chair and Theater Director]
Peter King has supported it—to give
some members of the dancing troupe

of West Side Story athletic credits,”
Director of Girls’ Athletics Robin
Lowe ’84 said.
“[We are offering them credits]
because they are going to be in a production that requires and demands
a tremendous amount of time and
physicality,” Lowe said.
While students who play on a
sports team for Park receive one and
a half athletic credits for the season,
dancers in this production—as well
as all who participate in physical
education offerings—receive only
one credit.
BruinFit, which takes place during
X block on Mondays and after school
on Thursdays, is a new PE offering
with CrossFit and weights involved.
BruinFit is led by Middle School
mathematics teacher Amy Lackner
who coached CrossFit and weightlifting when she lived in Tennessee.
Her motivation for starting the
activity derived from the positive
impact CrossFit had on her life and

photos by N. Blau ’18

Students in the fall production, West Side Story, have the option of earning athletic credits.
those of the kids she coached. “As
people start to learn about it and try
it out, I think it will grow,” Lackner
said.
Driven by his passion for biking,
Upper School science teacher Mikey
Guarraia started the Mountain Biking
Club for those who enjoy biking and
being outdoors.
Jesse Feller-Kopman ’21 is one of
the participants in the club. “I really
like mountain biking. It’s a different
way to get in physical activity,” Fell-

er-Kopman said. “You’re also able
to learn more about the Park campus
and woods while exploring it in a fun
and athletic way.”
Although it is only October, there
are many plans for the future. “Long
term, I’d love to see us compete
against other schools,” Guarraia said.
“Even if they don’t have an official
team, it would be cool to have mountain biking jerseys and water bottles
and actually compete like a regular
sports team.”

Lackner would also like to have
some competition in the future.
“CrossFit has individual and team
competitions, so it would be great to
be able to get a group together and
take them to a competition. Yeah, that
would be a blast,” Lackner said.
In addition to the fresh crop of
athletic offerings, Isaac Lichtenstein
’18 and Rachael Devecka ’19 are in
the process of creating community
service groups that allows its members to earn athletic credits. Although
it has not all been squared away, the
plan is to send Park students to work
on an urban farm in Baltimore City.
Lichtenstein sees athletic credits
as motivation for students. As for the
physical demand, the activity will
include digging gravel pits, planting
crops, and rebuilding plants beds.
When asked, Lowe said that
Park’s athletic culture is “inclusive,
competitive, community-oriented,
and fun,” and these new athletic offerings aim to fit that athletic culture.

Head to head: What is worthy of an athletic credit?
If you want an athletic credit, help the program

To be fair to our student body, more offerings are a must

by OLIVIER KNOPP ’19
Community service and the school musical—neither of these activities are remotely
related to our athletic program, yet, once Isaac
Lichtenstein’s ’18 community service project
is signed off on, students will be able to earn
athletic credits from both. There’s no doubt that
these are enjoyable and beneficial opportunities
for some high schoolers, but they do not merit
an athletic credit.
Students can’t receive arts credits from endeavors unrelated to art. Students can’t receive
English credits by taking a history class even
though they are writing papers. And students
should not be able to gain credits from activities
that don’t contribute to the athletic program.
Sure, hand them a gardening or community
service credit, but if they aren’t furthering our
athletic program, we can’t just cough up athletic
credits to all the students who claim they are
moving their body in some strenuous fashion.
Take the school musical, for example. It
benefits our school, and students put in tireless hours to make sure they are prepared to
perform. It should not, however, fall under the
same umbrella of sports such as soccer, field
hockey, and basketball. Therefore, rewarding
the actors with an athletic credit should not be
in the conversation.
Even if the students are dancing, their focus
is acting and presence on the stage. The musical
is, inherently, an artistic undertaking. The same
is true for gardening—it is primarily community
service; it is not the same as being on the Varsity
Field Hockey team.
A big part of the reason athletic credits are
required is because they also benefit a big part
of our school, namely, the athletic department.
Park sports are very important to many people
within our community.
Current students, parents, and alumni all
cheer on our sports teams, while students sacrifice a lot of time and energy to be able to compete at the high school level.
Sports are also a big way in which our school
is represented to the greater Baltimore community. The reason why schools such as Gilman
and McDonogh are so well known is due in part

to their success on the field. We don’t need to
try to be like those schools, but we should be
acutely aware of the perception of our school.
This means that students should take a vested
interest in our athletic program and try to contribute to it—gardening is not doing our athletic
program any good.
But what about workout programs that
are offered for athletic credits? Rob Slade’s
workouts are, indeed, beneficial to our athletic
program. Students participate in the workouts
during their off-seasons in order to prepare
themselves for another successful season of
sports. Moreover, these workout programs can
inspire confidence in, say, lacrosse players to
eventually play for Park because they are getting stronger.
If you are simply just not athletically apt,
then there is an option to earn credits while, at
the same time, furthering our athletic program:
team managers. Managers can often play vital roles for teams, recording stats, capturing
gameplay on tape—all helpful for analyzing
performance in hopes of fixing mistakes.
Lastly, there is an edge that sports does have
over dancing and community service: competitiveness. There is something to be said for learning to face adversity, pushing yourself against
a fierce rival, and leaving it all out on the field.
These are life lessons ripe for application that
you simply cannot find in gardening or dancing.
Granted, sports are not the only important
thing, but they are important. Even if students
don’t want to partake in athletics, they should
be mandated to do something primarily athletic,
as they would assuredly get something out of it.
We have athletic credits for a reason. Kids
exercise, learn important lessons, and contribute
to our school’s athletics; students should not be
able to bypass that experience.

by ALEX GOGEL ’19
In order to graduate from our school, the
athletic department requires that each student
earns at least six physical education credits – the
equivalent to four seasons of an interscholastic
team sport or six seasons of a PE class.
To athletes, this sounds like a simple, easy
task. However, many students do not enjoy the
stress and time involved with playing on a team
or taking a PE class, thereby struggling to acquire athletic credits. There must be options for
the students who are not so athletically inclined.
The purpose of athletic credits is to both
encourage physical fitness in students and teach
teamwork skills and cooperation. But organized
sports are not the only method of developing
these skills.
Through activities such as the fall musical
and community service, for example, the stress
of heavy competition is lifted, and students
can advance their athletic skills: the musical
requires dancing, and being out and about doing
community service is surely more deserving
of athletic credits than sitting on the bench as
a team manager.
Moreover, both community service activities and the musical certainly require working
as a team for a common goal. That is, what
organized sports and physical education classes
offer can easily be found in other activities.
While physical education classes that are run
by the athletic department are focused on the
athletic skills and not teamwork, the 2017 fall
musical offers a more complete athletic experience: the athletic skills involved with intense
dance steps from a professional choreographer
as well as the experience of large group work.
Similarly to productions in the past, the
musical is dance-heavy, so cast members have
the option of earning an athletic credit. Head

of the theater department and show director
Peter King stresses the effort required by the
choreography. “It’s very intense work, it’s not
like you’re taking it easy, by any means necessary,” King said.
For the production’s student captain Luke
Pound ’18, the credit he will earn from this musical is allowing him to meet the requirement
to graduate; Pound is receiving his sixth credit
through the show.
The show allows him to commit the rest of
his time to finishing his senior year, whereas
without it he would be forced to enroll himself
in another PE class. To him, this is, understandably, a total relief.
“It’s hard to get credits when you are in the
productions. So, because of there being an athletic credit offered, I don’t need to do an athletic
class during this production, which is much less
stressful,” Pound said.
Moreover, students Isaac Lichtenstein ’18
and Rachael Devecka ’19 plan on sending Park
students to work on an urban farm in Baltimore
City in exchange for credits. The physical demand is clear: digging, planting, and rebuilding
all require arduous labor.
It’s quite easy to sit back as an athlete and
criticize students looking to broaden the definition of an athletic credit. But the reality is
that not all students are athletes; if Park really
does value diversity, then it must be open to a
presumably diverse group of students.
No doubt, not all students enjoy team sports
and lifting weights with Rob Slade. Likewise,
many students wouldn’t dream of participating
in the fall musical.
With added athletic credit options, the
school is able to cater to students of many different interests.
With the growing number of methods to earn
athletic credits, more students can enjoy physical education without the added stress of losing
time to something they do not want to do.
Future Park graduates will be able to look
back on their high school years and remember
the joy they got from being active, as opposed
to the anxiety and intensity that PE has brought
to so many. These options are necessary for our
student body.
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another RIVALRY DAY and another VICTORY for Park

Colin Kaepernick and
seating in the Meyerhoff

OCTOBER 14

Squaring off against the Quakers, the Bruins took home the trophy for the
second consecutive Rivalry Day, winning both of the first two Rivalry Days in
history.

by ZACHARY STERN ’19

When 2017 Weinberg
Resident Journalist and
White House correspondent
April Ryan asked her
audience for contentious current events
to discuss, it seemed inevitable that someone
would mention the national anthem protests
across the National Football League (NFL).
Players, coaches, and owners around the
league unified together in response to President Donald Trump’s comments that any athlete who kneels for the pre-game tradition
by QUINN SEIDENMAN ’21
by AIDAN PARKS ’21
should be fired.
Locking arms, kneeling, and staying in
The injury riddled Bruins struggled to keep up Girls’ Varsity Soccer hung onto an early
with the first place Quakers, losing 5-0. A de- lead to beat the Quakers. The Bruins started the locker room were amongst the numerous
cisive moment came in the first minute of the off slow, but after a goal 16 minutes into the demonstrations around the league.
When the issue was brought up, Ryan
second half, when a shot that was taken from game by Abby Stubb ’18, they controlled
mentioned Colin Kaepernick, the player who
outside the eighteen yard box curved into the the time of possession and tempo for the
upper corner of the goal, which gave Friends a rest of the game. With key saves by captain had first knelt during the national anthem
photo by N. Blau ’18
in August of 2016, and currently remains
three to zero lead and put the game out of reach goalie Simone Nikitina ’18, and a strong
for Park. One of the few bright spots for the performance by Carrie Davis ’20, the team unemployed in no small part because of the
The Bruins have been plagued with
many fans who have condemned his protests.
home team was the offensive chances set up by was able to overcome two late crossbar
injuries thus far in the season. With B.
“Who here thinks that the Ravens should
Okezie Okoro ’18 in the second half. Missing misses and an attempt to tie by Friends.
Shasho ’18 (pictured above) in goal,
a handful of key players to injuries, the Bruins After this win, the team improved to 9-1 on have signed Colin Kaepernick?” Ryan asked.
the team looks to improve its 4-8-1
Then, without hesitation, many hands in the
the year.
looked overmatched against a top team.
conference record.
Meyerhoff shot up into the air.
As I watched from my uncomfortable
position on the stairwell, crammed against
the wall, it became obvious to me that we
needed more seats in this theater. Not just
to accommodate the extensive number of
kids overflowing from the aisles of the auditorium, but to include more students whose
voices were clearly not represented in the
results of Ryan’s impromptu poll.
We know that most people at Park have
similar views and ideals—that was evident
on November 9 of last year when the entire
school day felt like a poem by Edgar Allan
Poe—but it’s rare that we see this uniformity
of opinion right in front of our faces like it
was here. But, this time, was it an informed
uniformity of opinion? I think not.
Of the many students who raised their
photos by N. Blau ’18
hands in favor of the Ravens signing Kaepernick, how many of them follow profesGIRLS’ VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY BOYS’ VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY GIRLS’ VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY BOYS’ JUNIOR VARSITY SOCCER sional football or have any idea of how good
by ZACH MITTELMAN ’21
of a player Kaepernick actually is? Not that
by MONTANA LOVE ’18
by LIZA SHEEHY ’21
by LUCY DEMSKY ’21
many.
Boys’ Varsity Cross Country
Girls’ Varsity Field Hockey deWith a commanding 21-36 vicPark’s valiant effort wasn’t
So did they raise their hands because they
outran Friends in a close race
feated Friends 4-0 for its second
tory over Friends on Friday,
enough for the victory. In the first
know what cause he stands for and they supat the Gunpowder Invitational. October 13, Girls’ Varsity Cross
straight Rivalry Day win. With
half, it was a back and forth affair
port it? Was it because they didn’t want to
Matthew Hudes ’19 arrived at the
an early goal by Megan Stombler
Country secured the first win of
with both teams making attacks.
be a part of the group who kept their hands
finish line first in 18:11. Hudes
’18 and consistent defense, the
Rivalry Day. Racing in the rain at
After twenty minutes, though,
down out of fear they would be viewed negwas closely followed by the next
team dominated the field from
Sugar Campus, the team was led
Friends got on the board with a
atively by their peers? Frankly, it doesn’t
two runners: Peter Luljak ’19 and
the start. The Bruins continued
by senior runners Alicia Whye
score. The Quakers followed that
matter.
Nick Quinting ’21. Rounding out and Sam Brooks. Whye placed
to work together, with strong hits
up with two more goals—one
Park is supposed to teach kids how to
Park’s top 5 runners were captain
and transitions resulting in two
first overall, finishing at 23:44.
off a volley and one by way of
think, not how to inherit an opinion and deBennett Demsky ’18 and Harry
second half goals from juniors
With this win over Friends, the
a penalty kick. Nick Chang ’19
fend it blindly. If the culture of our school,
Levine ‘18. The Bruins capSydney Lowe and Caitlin Price.
team has finished 8-1 in conferhad an open goal at one point,
however, has come to the point that we
tured the win with a tally of 25This win puts them at the top of
ence play for the regular season,
but his shot hit off the post. The
must—regardless of how informed we are—
30, marking the team’s second
the C Conference, remaining the
good for second place below the
Bruins couldn’t rally back from a
pick a side to argue, then it’s clear that the
triumph over Friends this season.
only undefeated team.
undefeated Catholic High.
3-0 deficit.
Meyerhoff Theater is not the only thing in
desperate need of renovation.
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